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Abstract: How can design museums be disentangled from systems like patriarchy, so
that they become able to support change towards more justice? To explore this
question, we use our standpoint as design researchers in combination with a feminist
perspective. Historically, most design museums supported a path of progress which
supposedly leads straight from the past into the future. Even though today attempts
to change design museums can be observed, criteria for good design and methods for
collecting and exhibiting mainly stay unchanged. However, when questioning them, it
becomes clear that they were shaped by a white, male, imperialist perspective.
Through shifting focus and leaving the well-trodden path, we identify three possible
paths toward envisioning what we call alternative design museums that might
contribute to the bigger struggle for changing the design discipline, and shaping a more
just world.
Keywords: design justice; feminism; design museums; systems

1. Introduction
The design discipline and its established museums are interwoven with systems like
patriarchy, white supremacy and capitalism (Buckley, 2020; Canli & Prado de O. Martins,
2016; Costanza-Chock, 2020; Criado-Perez, 2019; Escobar, 2020; Fry, 2017; Pater, 2016).
Rather than trying to fix what actually turn out to be the symptoms of this entanglement,
there is a need to un-make it (Hunt, 2021). Since established design museums still play a big
role today, we suggest that they might have the potential to, instead of upholding
discriminatory structures, contribute to dis-entangling the discipline from them. The aim of
this paper is to explore this potential through examining current trajectories of design
museums, as well as possible alternatives oriented toward shaping a more just world.
In order to do this, we first trace some of the roots of established design museums and
briefly describe and assess the current situation in terms of how design is defined; what is
collected and shown; which themes are decided on for exhibitions; and who gets celebrated,
and why, and with which implications. This makes it possible to note that, shaped by their
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own history, most design museums support a path of progress – through improving design’s
quality, promoting its potential, and fostering a general sense for good taste – which is
assumed to lead straight from the past into the future. We observe that today, progress is
increasingly also defined through inclusion and diversity. However, criteria for what is
considered good design and methods for collecting and exhibiting mainly stay unchanged.
Using a queer feminist perspective, we question the idea of the straight line and of progress
and recognize how it was shaped by a white, male, imperialist perspective. This is why we
then ask: What if museums would take part in exploring other paths that design could take
to support developments towards more just futures? As Escobar (2020) puts it: “[We have to
reorient] and redirect design and museums to be at the service of transitions, beyond the
crisis.”
Finally, we point to three possible alternative paths toward envisioning what we call
alternative design museums. These three paths are: taking inspiration from how protest
archives work; collaboratively envisioning possibilities with others; and exploring alternative
design museum projects already underway. The aim is to consider how alternative design
museums could contribute to the bigger struggle of disentangling the design discipline from
oppressive structures so that design can take part in bringing about needed changes, and
thereby hopefully contributing to a more just world.

2. Approach and methods
The concept of design museums, as we know it today, seems to be tied to the idea of a
linear path of progress that leads from the past into the future. As we will unpack later on,
this idea and the very understanding of progress turn out to be shaped by a white, male,
imperialist perspective. This is why, to be able to deal with the issues at stake and to create
real change, we need a change of perspective. As researchers who combine design and
gender studies in their work, we propose to apply a feminist perspective.
We aim to challenge the existing and explore alternatives from within the design discipline.
Having also interdisciplinary backgrounds including science and technology studies, feminist
technoscience, and gender studies, we are used to combining various theoretical
frameworks. We do our best to respect the scholarships from which they originate;
however, our aim is not to follow and apply them rigorously, but to let them support our
efforts whenever design research itself lacks the concepts needed to think with (Dilnot,
2016).
Feminist standpoint theory (Harding, 2012), for example, inspires us to make use of our
perspective and to question what is usually presented as an objective view. We can “linger”
and “block” the well-trodden, straight path of the canon and “make things queer,” following
feminist scholar Sara Ahmed (2006, p. 161). Our experience of “dissonance” between how
the world is and how it should be according to our values of equality, democracy and justice
(Hemmings, 2012) connects us in solidarity with people who also see the current state as a
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matter of care (Puig de la Bellacasa, 2017). If we start from a perspective that is different
from the prevailing one, we are able to see problems as well as possibilities that often go
unnoticed.
We believe that even though design and its museums are interwoven with systems of
oppression, they can actually play a crucial role in social struggles and become a driving
force towards change. This is grounded in the shared orientation of both feminism and
design in recognising the power of creativity and the potential inherent in the fact that
things are not bound to stay the way they are, but can in fact be changed (Schalk et al.,
2016).
Starting from this queer-feminist standpoint, we make use of empirical data about
established museums that we collected to sketch a rough overview that helps us to assess
the current situation. To also trace and understand some of the historical roots of design
museums and current aspirations towards change, we combine this assessment with
secondary literature analysis. Finally, this explorative paper points in possible directions that
we suggest could be travelled to move toward more just futures. Throughout the paper we
use illustrations to support and inform our thinking and to guide through our argument.
These illustrations are not only a tool to us, but also an approach that we hope might
support other attempts at dealing with similar systemic issues.

3. Some early trajectories of design museums
Even though we are not able to outline a complete history, through exploring some main
trajectories of design museums it becomes possible to better understand the current
situation to lay the foundation for the alternatives that we envision. The first trajectory
identified is tied to modernism and industry, with the idea that progress means improving
the quality of design, products and daily life. The second is tied to nation states and
capitalism, and understands progress as the creation of a “we.” The third relates to the
specific perspective that is typically at play by default, but which is often presented as being
objective.

3.1 Modernism and industry: Improving quality
Design museums have supported the modernist project and industrial design from the very
beginning. The Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All Nations that took place in
1851 in London was the first of its kind and gave a huge platform to participating nations to
display their latest industrial achievements in the form of products that often had the stated
aim to improve general living conditions (Bennett, 1988). Many museums followed this path
of progress through fostering better quality of design and especially its products for daily
use, and thereby the life of the majority of people (Rahman, 2013) (Fig. 1). Norms and
standards were seen as progressive since they contributed to inexpensive mass production.
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Figure 1. The first trajectory identified is tied to modernism and industry, with the idea that progress
means improving the quality of design, products and daily life.

3.2 Nation states and capitalism: Creating a “we”
The Great Exhibition and its successors enabled the celebration of progress in the form of
modern industrial technology and design, but also the self-representation of nations as
advanced and superior in the race for profits under imperialism and capitalism (Bennett,
1988). In the fifty-five years that followed after The Great Exhibition, at least 17 design
museums were founded, among them the Victoria and Albert Museum in London, the
Museum of Applied Arts in Vienna, the Museum of Decorative Arts in Prague, and the
Museum of Arts and Design in Helsinki. Next to the trajectory of improving the growing
(industrial) design discipline, these museums also followed the path of supporting their
respective nation in the creation of a “we” by “othering” groups who were declared to not
belong (Bennett, 1988; Rahman, 2013) (Fig. 2). People who lived outside the national
borders, and especially those in (to be) colonised places, were portrayed as inherently
uncivilised and unprogressive, which served as justification to exploit their resources and
labour. The working class was invited to take part in profiting from the nation’s power and
progress, based on exploitation, and subsequently became ignorant of prevailing inequalities
(Bennett, 1988). The creation of a “we” is not only based on inviting workers in, but also
includes moulding them into respectable citizens who dress properly and walk through the
museum corridors in silence, develop a good taste, refrain from touching the exhibits, and
eat and drink only in the museum’s café. Many museum rules originate from this trajectory.
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Figure 2. The second trajectory is tied to nation states and capitalism, and understands progress as
the creation of a “we” in contrast to “others”.

3.3 Objectivity: Enforcing a specific perspective
The norms and standards used for industrial design were, however, based on a specific kind
of body (white and male), and therefore improved mainly the quality of life of those who
were closest to that model. The exhibits themselves were in most cases designed and also
selected by white, financially stable, heterosexual, able-bodied men who presented
themselves and were perceived as knowing best what is progress for all who are seen under
the label “we.” The othering of all those, and their work, who deviate from the norm is a red
thread that runs not only through the history of modern society and of museums in general,
but also the design discipline and its museums (Buckley, 2020). For example, European,
modernist tableware like TC100 is usually classified as “design” and credit given to one
person, while tableware created in 19th-century Asia by unidentified designers is often part
of an “Asian art” section. It becomes clear that the perspective shaping the trajectories that
design museums followed was not objective, and neither was the understanding of progress
(Fig. 3). They were shaped by systems such as heteropatriarchy, classism, capitalism, white
supremacy, and imperialism.

Figure 3. The third trajectory relates to the very specific perspective that is typically at play by
default, but which is often presented as being objective.
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4. Some contemporary trajectories of design museums
In order to better understand more contemporary trajectories of design museums, the first
author of this paper conducted an inventory. This study started with the identification of 46
design museums with the help of both the English and German Wikipedia pages on design
museums, and further online research on self-identified design museums and museums with
a design section as well as reviewing academic papers. It was followed by collecting
empirical data about their year of foundation, location, size and gender of their director(s),
and by scanning their design collection, as well as titles and images of permanent exhibitions
and latest and upcoming temporary exhibitions. We juxtaposed this material with consulting
literature as well as our own analysis of some exhibitions. Even though design museums are
not only located in Europe and in the US, but also in Russia, South America, Asia, Israel and
Australia, it can be observed that the prevailing concept is still based on some of the early
trajectories originating in Europe. They continue to strive for more recognition from other
fields for design’s achievements and expertise by educating the public. In the following part
we will outline some contemporary trajectories that we are able to identify through analysis
of this inventory.

4.1 Exceptionalism: Fostering competition
To educate the public about good design, and also to foster competition within the field so
that practitioners and companies try to improve their work, design museums collect and
exhibit designs that, according to their criteria, are outstanding. Furthermore, they often
show a design out of context, placed on a pedestal, so that it can be observed without any
distraction (Fig. 4 and 5). In most cases, only one designer is named, which contributes to
the making of what Cheryl Buckley (1986) has revealed as a myth of individual, genius star
designers. Since the criteria for “good design” are, as discussed earlier, not objective but
shaped by history and discriminatory systems, it is predominantly white men who meet
them and are celebrated. This results in unequal representation of the design practice that
in reality is much more diverse, and also renders teamwork, which is so crucial in this
discipline, invisible. Also, the more a name gets celebrated, the more attention, more
(financial) recognition and stability the person receives. Finally, they will be written into
design history, while there will be fewer role models for those who are interested in
becoming designers, but don’t see themselves represented.
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Figure 4. Designs on pedestals as seen in the exhibition “Less and More: The Design Ethos of Dieter
Rams” at Design Museum London. 18 Nov. 2009 – 7 Mar. 2010. Image: Luke Hayes and
Design Museum Collection, https://designmuseum.blob.core.windows.net/cache/606_98026335421-A99A-4239-B994-B34AFCD09B85 [Accessed 28 Mar 2022].

Figure 5. Designs on pedestals as seen in the exhibition “Making Africa. A Continent of Contemporary
Design” at Vitra Design Museum, Weil am Rhein. 14 Mar. – 13 Sep. 2015. Image: Vitra
Design Museum, https://www.design-museum.de/en/exhibitions/detailpages/makingafrica.html [Accessed 28 Mar 2022].

4.2 Focus on taste, functionality and commercial success: Side-lining negative
dimensions
The established criteria for selecting exceptional design results are still mainly based on
aesthetic definitions of taste, as well as on functionality and commercial success. Cars, for
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example, are often celebrated for their style. And while sometimes environmental issues are
also mentioned nowadays, in most cases a deeper discussion is missing. Still today cars are
designed and tested with the help of car crash test dummies based on the dimensions of
male bodies, with the result that women are 47 percent more likely than men to be seriously
injured and 17 percent more likely to die if in a car accident (Criado-Perez, 2019). Another
example is praising the aesthetics and functionality of electronic devices like the MacBook
Air laptop (permanent collection, Cooper Hewitt) or the Xbox controller by Microsoft
(permanent collection, Design Museum London), while not thematising the mining of raw
materials, which are needed for their production, and that goes along with harming the
environment and exploiting human labour. By collecting and exhibiting design results that
are involved in exploitation and discrimination, and not reflecting on the negative
dimensions inherent in these things, design museums reproduce, or at least uphold,
oppressive structures. Apart from this, often one design can be found in collections
worldwide (like the No. 14 chair, Valentine Typewriter, Phonosuper SK5 record player, or
iMac G3), which suggests that there is a universally applicable definition of good design that
originates in the West and gets exported.

4.3 Physical arrangements: Creating lines and hierarchies
In their permanent exhibitions, most design museums aim to tell the (not a) history of design
by arranging exhibits on one straight timeline that runs from the past to the present. This
timeline is often tied to the history of the respective country the museum is located in, or to
what is seen as the universal history of industrial design. The exhibits are meant to represent
milestones on the linear path of progress (Fig. 6 and 7). Even though fewer (time)lines can
be found in temporary exhibitions, there is “meaning making from and through physical
space” (Clover et al. 2018, p. 18), and with that often a reproduction of hierarchies. This
might include, for example, when decisions are made about which artefact will be placed at
the centre. However, the decisions about from which past a timeline starts and how it
progresses only allow for a limited number of possible futures.
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Figure 6. Timeline of chairs as seen in the permanent exhibition “The Danish Chair. An International
Affair” at Design Museum Denmark. Image: Design Museum Denmark,
https://designmuseum.dk/en/exhibition/the-danish-chair-an-international-affair/ [Accessed
28 Mar 2022].

Figure 7. Timeline of chairs as seen in “MAK Permanent Collection Historicism, Art Nouveau” at the
Museum of Applied Arts, Vienna. Artistic intervention: Barbara Bloom. © Gerald
Zugmann/MAK.

4.4 Preservation: Continuing on the narrowly-defined path
Curating can be understood as “taking care” (Krasny, 2017), but most design museums seem
to literally prioritise taking care of objects’ material conditions over taking care of those who
are negatively affected by them and their production. Furthermore, a preservation of criteria
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and a certain history can be observed. Even if there are some changes here and there, the
overall trajectory tends to remain unchanged; it continues, while new objects are merely
added to the existing collection and timeline. Preservation might thus be seen as the overarching trajectory, one rooted in (a certain understanding of) history and continuing on a
path of (narrowly-defined) progress. It is here where we can clearly see both how
established design museums play a role in upholding existing structures, and why alternative
trajectories are needed if they are to be re-oriented toward more collective, just, and
diverse futures.

5. Reforming Design Museums
In many design museums there are legitimate efforts to do things differently and to bring
about change towards equality. We broadly agree with these kinds of efforts and we seek to
further them. In this part of the paper, we will first discuss two approaches for changing
design museums that we observed, and then introduce our own proposals for even more
radically re-forming the character and function of design museums.

5.1 Change through diversifying
One often used approach is what we call diversifying. Many design museums are aware of
the fact that they do not represent society and the design discipline as it actually looks like
outside of their walls; so, they aim to become more inclusive and diverse, to invite more
people to join them on the path of progress. For example, this could mean trying to add
more female and/or Black designers and their work to already existing collections or
permanent exhibitions, and therefore the canon. Or, it could be at least curating a
temporary exhibition that solely features those “others” who come closest to fulfilling the
already established criteria – or completely contrasting to them.
The reasons for this approach are manifold. Those who get included do often receive
recognition and financial stability, and are written into design history. It can also be
advantageous for the museums if more visitors see themselves represented in more diverse
exhibitions. However, we can also easily think of behind-the-scenes conflicts between
feminist curators and more traditional museum leaderships that are then settled with a
compromise to make a temporary exhibition about, let’s say, female practitioners, instead of
changing the permanent exhibition or even the overall way in which the museum operates
(Stahl, 2017). A genuine idea behind the additive approach is to “find” those designers and
works which had been left out from the canon, to make them visible, give them a platform
and thereby paint a more diverse picture of the design discipline.
While it is highly relevant to ask questions like “Women are studying design – so where are
all the female creative directors?” (Maher, 2017), it is also sad to see that they are
repeatedly posed every few years, and curators as well as journalists seem to always again
start from scratch to answer them. Temporary exhibitions focusing on these questions often
leave no major traces in the respective museums or in the canon of the design discipline.
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Unfortunately, a temporary exhibition on female and/or Black designers often allows a
museum to tick the box of “diversity” or “inclusion” too fast, and declare this issue as solved
for the next decade – even if it takes place in a less prominent part of the museum. For
example, the exhibition “Lake Verea: Paparazza Moderna” at Vitra Design Museum in 2019
featured the artistic duo and lesbian couple Lake Verea questioning the outer appearance of
modern male star architects and their buildings, took place in a small exhibition space, while
in the main building next door “Victor Papanek: The Politics of Design” (2018–2019) was
celebrated. Then there are occasionally exhibitions such as “Here We Are! Women in Design
1900–Today” at Vitra (2021), and “Women Artists of the Wiener Werkstätte” at Museum of
Applied Arts, Vienna (2021), in which women are grouped together. Rarely, individual female
designers are recognized as exceptional and get a big platform for themselves (e.g., “Mary
Quant”, at Victoria & Albert Museum, London, 2019), and similarly for Black designers (but
then mainly men) such as Willi Smith at Cooper Hewitt (2020).

Figure 8. One approach for re-forming design museums from within is diversifying as an additive
approach. While the idea is to “find” those designers and works which had been left out
from the canon, this approach often leads to an alignment with the existing trajectory.

From a pragmatic point of view, it might seem better to have additive, temporary exhibitions
than to not have anything at all, as even temporary exhibitions can lead to concrete
changes. However, selection criteria and performative contextualization remain in almost all
cases based on the already-established norms which, as we have seen, are interwoven with
heteropatriarchy, white supremacy, and many other discriminatory systems. We think that
the additive approach can also be described as a process of alignment (Fig. 8). More diverse
designers and their work are being invited in, but only to join in travelling the one, alreadyestablished, straight path of progress.
There are, however, also institutions that aim for more structural change. Collecting
Otherwise (2022), for instance, is a research project at Het Nieuwe Instituut in Rotterdam
that examines the institutions’ existing archives from decolonial and feminist perspectives
and develops criteria for acquiring other materials, sometimes initiates the production of
knowledge in collaboration with activists from outside, and curates exhibitions that have the
potential to evoke change throughout the whole institution.
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5.2 Change through hacks
In the previous section, we saw that the path of progress seems to be linear and welltrodden. We also got an idea of who some of the accompanying travellers are. But what if
we now stop going forward, stand still for a moment, and have a look around? CostanzaChock (2020, p. 124) says: “[...] if we never zoom out to the big picture, then we never take
on the larger structures that constantly militate toward the reproduction of designed
inequality.” And Ahmed (2017, p. 40) says that we, queers and feminists in particular, “make
things bigger just by refusing to make things smaller,” which is rooted in us “experienc[ing]
the world on a different scale.” When blocking the well-trodden path and taking in the
bigger picture, we encounter structures that are on a different scale than individual
museums, curatorial teams or specific exhibitions.
We are now able to discover a new possibility: vandalism, or hacks. Following Ahmed’s
(2019) thinking that institutions “work well,” in the sense in which they were intended to
work, design museums work as intended when they define and exhibit “good design”; make
use of othering; celebrate white, male star designers – in short: when they continue to
support the established path of progress. In this case we may have to “refuse to use [the
museums; or: the path] properly” (Ahmed, 2019, p. 208).

Figure 9. Hacks are an approach for re-forming design museums from outside. They block a path
reveal underlying power dynamics, but also open up possible junctions leading to other
futures.

In the last 20 years the overall concept of museums has been increasingly questioned
worldwide, because they often function as symbols of colonialism. Some initiatives work on
dismantling museums while others are transforming them. When encountering museums
that are not (or only to a limited extent) willing to develop more just ways of operating,
some initiatives find ways of intervening from outside (Fig. 9). Even though an example from
a different field, we think that “Kolonialismus im Kasten?” (Bauche et al., 2015) could inspire
hacks in design museums. It started as a reaction to the permanent exhibition of the German
Historical Museum in Berlin, in the form of an audio guide produced by activists and offered
for free download so that anyone could use it when visiting the museum to see the
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exhibition from a perspective that reveals the colonial structures with which the institution
is still interwoven. Because of the discussions and public pressure that the initiative
generated, the museum began an ongoing process of change. A similar approach is what
Clover et al. (2018) describe as the Feminist Museum Hack that “revolves around a series of
open-ended questions” to reveal underlying patterns of privilege and oppression that often
go unseen (p. 16). We think that a hack additionally opens up possible junctions from the
well-trodden path that can lead to other futures.

5.3 Going awkward: The need for alternatives
However, both hacking and diversifying continue to focus on the established path of
progress: either diversifying the flow that still travels the same path, or disturbing the path.
The attention and action are still directed towards already existing design museums. This
means that the idea of a straight line that progresses from what is seen as the universal past
towards a supposedly universal future is not questioned, and with this also not the
perspective with which it was shaped.
We have looked at the path itself, and have also looked around and at those who try to
disturb its flow. However, we have not actually left it. All our earlier actions were still aimed
at the path itself. As Bayo Akomolafe (2021) says, we can no longer go “forward,” there is a
need to “go awkward.” So, let us leave the well-trodden path to create alternative ways as
we go astray (Fig. 10).

Figure 10. When going awkward, other paths can be created that will hopefully allow for alternative
trajectories to open up, and to envision alternative design museums.

We shift our focus, turn our backs to the well-trodden path and to established design
museums, and start walking. Creating other paths as we go awkward will hopefully allow for
alternative trajectories to open up, and to envision how alternative design museums might
look and work.
Going awkward might consist of, for example, learning from how protest archives function
within their respective communities, or collaboratively envisioning alternatives, or exploring
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alternative design museum projects already underway. Another possibility that opens up is
to explore how alternative design museums themselves might be. What if they could make
space for designers and their work which have been excluded so far, explore how values like
democracy and justice can inform the design discipline, or allow for and even support
multiple definitions of (good) design and taste? Or, what if they aimed to reveal and work
through the negative aspects that design was involved in (such as excluding people, or
harming the planet) and be able to stay with the discomfort that this creates? There is not
one concept that can combine all these points; rather, we see them as pointing toward
multiple possibilities that can be explored. Going awkward entails listening to many voices in
the search for other directions for the work that needs to be done.

6. Conclusion
In this explorative paper we described how the prevailing concept of design museums has
been tied to a path of progress that leads from one past straight to one future, and how this
path and the idea of progress were, and still are, predominantly shaped by a male, white and
imperialist perspective. We were able to identify this perspective with the help of a queerfeminist standpoint.
Some of the earlier trajectories of design museums that we identified through secondary
literature analysis are tied to modernism and industry, to nation states and capitalism, and
to a specific perspective, but which is often presented as being objective. Starting from
analysing an inventory of 46 design museum, the paper also identified some contemporary
trajectories of design museums as well as current aspirations towards change. These include
the trajectory of exceptionalism linked to fostering competition and the myth of individual,
genius star designers; and a trajectory with a focus on taste, functionality and commercial
success, which side-lines deeper discussions on negative dimensions that are inherent in
most design results. A third trajectory suggests progress through physical arrangements of
design results as milestones on a timeline. Finally, it became clear that a trajectory of
preservation could be seen as the over-arching one, allowing established design museums to
play a role in upholding existing structures. Alternative trajectories are needed to re-orient
institutions and the discipline itself toward more collective, just, and diverse futures.
Two approaches for changing design museums emerged from our analysis of empirical data
about established museums: diversifying and hacks. While the idea behind the diversifying
approach is to “find” and include those designers and works which had initially been left out
from the canon, it can also be described as a process of alignment: More diverse designers
and their work are being invited in, but the general trajectories stay the same. A hack is
understood as blocking a path, thereby revealing underlying power dynamics and opening
up possible junctions that can lead to other futures. Both hacking and diversifying, though,
direct the attention and action towards already existing design museums. For this reason,
we conclude with proposing even more radically re-forming the character and function of
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design museums. We suggest to shift the focus away from established design museums, to
leave the well-trodden path and go astray.
When going awkward, other paths can be created that will hopefully allow for alternative
trajectories to open up, and to envision alternative design museums. These could be spaces
run by and for groups who had been marginalised so far. Or they could work on revealing
discriminatory aspects of design by contextualising and examining well-known objects from
feminist and decolonial perspectives.
There is no universal definition and universally applicable ideas when it comes to alternative
design museums. We need several museums to also open up a multitude of possible futures.
These alternative trajectories and alternative design museums might hopefully contribute to
disentangling design so that it can engage in positive change towards more just worlds.
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